A Green Powered Canada
Solar is the best
Solar is a type of energy that uses panels that are put on the roof and
collects the sun energy The panels are made out of silicon the
material comes from sand but could be mined out the panels collect
sun by having photovoltaic cells that turn sunlight into electricity.
Solar uses renewable energy. Renewable energy is good because it
does not hurt the earth , nature and habitats. This is important
because if we hurt the environment there will be no nature and we
could be harmed since without trees we can't get enough oxegan.It
will keep going and does not have a short supply. The supply is
limitless since the sun is always there so you will not run out of
electricity .It is not like coli where you need to mine and hurt the
environment it is only using panels and the sun. Also it is pollution free
.

Solar does not hurt animals habitats and nature this is important
because if we hurt the habbatits animals will start to die and we will
have no animals left for eating meat or any other food if nature is
harmed we will have no paper from trees and also wood there will be
no fresh vegetables and fruits if this will get worse.wind hurts birds
and nests that is lowering the bird population but solar does not harm.

Solar lowers your carbon footprint. This is good or important since if
you have a high electricity bill this will lower it and save your money.
Also it will not be as expensive to buy and has a 22500 cost amount
but it is good quality and will not go to waste.

They are wrong because solar has so many good things and not as
much disadvantages and it is not like wind that will hurt nature with
floods or animals with its system it does not impact the environment
like coli does by mining solar does not hurt animals or their habitats
like wind does.

